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SUMMARY

of four full-scale seaplane floats
request of the Bureau of Aer&autlcs to

determine the aerodfiamlc characteristics of the floats and
to evaluate several drag-reducing refinements. The floats
were designated Edo model OS2U-2-68F, Edo model 0S2U-2-68,
Vought-Sikorslcymodel 0S2U-1, and Edo model 62-6560. The
first two floats differed only In such external details as
flush rivets. The last-named float was of the type used
on twin-float installations.

The variation of lift, drag, and pitching moment with
pitch angle is presented for each float. In addition,
tabulated restiltsshow the change In dra~ of the floats
caused by the presence of various float fittings and also
the reduction in drag made possible by the application of
step fairlngs and other less extensive modifications. The
effect of decreasing the depth of the step Is also shown.

The results of these tests Indicated that a radical
change in the float design was necessary to obtain a worth-
while reduction In float drag. A step falrlng which might
conceivably be made retractable reduced the drag of the
Edo 68F float more than 10 percent, and a 4-foot tail exten-
sion on the blunt-stern 13do62-6560 float reduced the drag
8 percent. The flow of air over the floats was shown to
be so turbulent that minor refinements, such as flush rivets
~d recessed fittings, would not appreciably reduce the drag.
The accumulated reduction in drag resulting from the use of
several minor refinements might, however, be sufficient to
justify their employment on a float to be used on a hlgh-
speed airplane.
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INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamic design of seaplane floats Is usually

secondary to the requlrezn&ts for ~esirable hydrodynamic-
characteristics. Although the resultant high drag may
be acceptable in low-speed applications, it becones a
raptdly increasing liability for floats used on high-speed
aircraft.

‘i’hepurpose of”this investigation was to determine the
“ aerodynamic characteristics of four full-scale seaplane
floats and to evaluate several step fairin~s and other modi-
fications designed to reduce the drag. The tests were cora-
ducted In the HACA propeller-research tuniielof the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.

Three floats of the type used on military sin@e-float
S~aph3neS and one float Of t~le type used on twin-float in-
stallations were tested. The ?3domodel CE2U-2=601’was
made to the same lfnes as the 0S2U-2-58 (standard) float but
had been assembled with flush rivets s.ndwith as few pro-
tuberances as possible. A third military-type float, the
Vought-Sikorsky model 0S2U-1, was tested for purposes of
comparison with the previous two floats. Qhese tlwee floats
were of the type normally connected to the airplane with two
strear.ltnestruts. The fourth float, Edo model 62-6560, was
a stock commercial model used In twin-float installations.
A 4-foot tail extension, Intended to reduce the drag of the
blunt stern, waa tested on this last float.

Hydrodynamic tests of a model flying-boat hull equipped
with a planing flap Instead of a i’lxedstep are d~scussed In
reference 1. The ~lanlng flap may be deflected, creating
a step, for water “operationand then retracted in fliCht to
form d smooth-bottam contour. In the retracted position,
the planing flap is approxhatel~ stmilar to step falrings
I and II of the present report.

Several papers describing aerodynarlc tests of seaplane
floats and flying-boat hulls are given as references 2 to 6.
Of particular Interest is the compilation of reports con-
cerning Brltfsh afrcraft entered in the 1927 Schneider
Trophy Contest. (See reference 2.) Included in lt are the
results of lnvesti~atlons similar to the present one, altho~h”
less extensive In scope.
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APPARATUS o
.- .- .,..,, .,,- .--, .. .. .. . . .-

l?ame-plateand other data for the floats tested are
given In the following table:

m
~
A . . Displace-

Maxf.rmm
Make Modal VolumeYfelghtL6ngth (~&&rge~ (CU~ ~ ~::;::n

(lb) .(in”) (lb Of sea
water) (Sq Et)

Edo OS2U-2-68 482 319.6 9860 154 9.25
..
Edo OS2U-2-68F 515 319.6 9860 154 9.25

Edo 62-6560 ------ 298 6560 104 6.63

Vought-
Sikorsky

OS2U-1 410 303.5 9100 142 8.96
(appXoKJ

The floats desl~ated 0S2U were of the type used on a
single-float seaplane. In normal use they were connected
to the airplane fuselage by two streamline struts In tandem
with wire bracing. The model 62-6560 float was a stock
commercial model used in twin=float installations.

Sketches and photographs of the four floats are pro-
vided in figures 1 to 7. The Edo 68F float differed from
the 68 float in that flush rivets and screws were used on
all exterior surfaces, all exterior joints were butt joints,
the snubbhg hooks and bow chock were recessed and covered,
and the bow bumper was covered by a smooth metal covertng.

The Vought-Sikorsky float differed from the Edo OS2U
floats In the keel design, which was without the keelsons
of the Edo floats. Round-head rivets and lap joints were
used In its construction.

The Edo model 62 float lacked many of the refinements
of the 68 floats. As may be seen in figure 3(c), the deck
of this float was nearly f’latand the stern was cut off
square. The exterior joints were lap joints, round-head
rivets were used, and no attempt was made to recess fittings,



All the floats were mounted in an Inverted position in
the wind tunnel, as shown in figures 1 and 2. Attachment
to the support strut was made with a fitting bolted to the
deck of the float, so designed that the float would be free
In pitch. This fitting was at the location of the removed
forward strut on the 0S2U floats and in the plane of the
forward side bracket on the Edo 62 float, as may be seen In
figure 3. In order to shield the fitting from the wind
stream, a streamline fairtng that did not interfere with the
support-strut shielding was attached to the deck of the float.
This fairlng was the same as the base section of the regular
strut falring on the Edo 68 and 68F floats and slmllar to,
“but slightly larger than, the regular base section on the
Vought-Sikorslcyfloat. Both fairings were tri~e.d to clear
the support-strut fairing when the’floats were pitched. At
the end of the rear strut of each float, a symmetrical body
“of revolut~on.conforming to the plan form of that strut
section was attached to reduce tip effects.

3-inoh streamline wire “The tall was supported by a
attached to the afterkeel. YOuts de the air stream, the
tail wire was connected to a flexible cable which wound
over a wfnch mounted on a balance under the roof of the
t~~nnel. The pitch angle of the float was cluingedby ad-
ju:%Ing the winch. The winch-and-scale assembly was shifted
lofixitudinallyto keep the”tall wire vertical for each pitch
angle●

TEST COI,TITIOI{SAND PROC?3DURE

Force measurement~ were made over a range of speeds up
t; 100 miles per hour; at this speed, the Reynolds number
based on float length was approximately 25,000,000. Lift,
drag, and pitching moment were measured at pitch angles from
-5° to 5°. These angles were measured with respect to the
horizontal datm..llne from which vertical float dimensions
are given, .Drag Increments resulttng from minog modifica-
tions were determined only at a pitch angle of O .

..

OS2U Milltary-Type Floats

There were three condltlons, designated A, B, an&C, for
which measurements were made over a range of pitch angles.
All three OS2U floats we~ tested in cqndition A; only the
Edo 68F float was tested.in condlttons B and C. In~addition,

. .



measurements of lift, drag, and
on the Edo 68F float with three.
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pitching moment.were made
different step fairings.

Condition A. - Each float as received was.completely
fitted, ready for attachment to an airplane except for

a
m bracing wires and rudder oables. With the following

3
“qualifications,this oondltion was conditton A for which lift,
drag, andpltch.ing moment were measured at pitch angles from
-5° to 50. On the Edo 68 float.and on the Vought-Sikorsky
float, the thumbscrews on the-handhole.covers were alined
with the float center line. Cn Edo floats.68 and 68)?,the
boots normally used to fair the side wire fittings were at-
tached. The rudders were removed and the recovery keel
hook was closed.

Condition B. - Several modification; were made to the
Edo 68F lost to put it in condition B. These mo@iflca-
tlons were:

Keel catapult fitting removed
Catapult hold-down fittings removed
Recovery keel hook removed
Boots removed
Surface depressions at bow faired
Carborundum treads made smooth

Condition C. - The Zdo 681?float in condition C differed
from condition B in that the rem? strut was removed, the
li~ht metal cap over the bow bumper was removed, and the
material which had been used to smooth the bow was removed.
In this condition lift, dragd and Bttching moment were meas-
ured at pitch angles from -5 to 5 .

4

Step fairings. - Tests were made to detemine the ef-
fect of step fairings on the aerodynamic characteristics of
the Edo 68F float in condition C. Three step fairings,
designated full-step fai.ring,half-step fairin~, and
fairing I, were installed and measurements of lift, drag,
and pitching moment were made at pitch angles fhom -5° to 5°0
The full-step and half-step fai~ings reproduced the contours
of the afterbottom, extending from the step to a point
Slightl

T
ahead of the rudder post. As.maybe seen In fig-

ure 6(a , the full-step fairing was desl~ed to form a con-
tinuous bottom surface-with
former step location. The
are given In table I. The
was crdated by dropping the
distance back to the actual
designated fairing I (figs.

& ~hange in ~lrection at the
offsets for the full-step falring
half-step fairing (fig. 6(b))
same bottom contour one-half the
afterbottom. The step fairing
6(c) and 8) was designed to
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provide a continuous curve from the step to a point 2 feet
aft of the step.

Measurements of drag of fittings. - The drag of flt-
tlngs waa detemined from measurements of float “dragafter
successive removal of the fittings. These drag increments
were all measured’on the Edo 68F float. In addition, the
effect of modifications to a few of the fittings was meas-
ured. A cofipletelist of the fittings removed and of the
modifications made is given In table II. The float on j
which each measurement was made is also indicated in the
table. In each case, after a fitting was removed, the cor-
responding bolt holes on the float were covered with cellu-
lose ‘tScotch”tape. In most cases, the changes consisted
simply of the addition or the removal of the part listed.

The first seven items in table II are features by
which the Edo 68 and 68F floats differed. An extra set of
conventional bow chock and snubbing hooks was attached to
the 68F float in locations similar to those on the 68 float.
The drag of snubbing hooks was also measured on the 68 float .
by removing those attached to it. Round-head rivet and
screwheads were formed on the 68F float over the flush
rivets and screws for a digtance of 4.5 feet aft of the bow.
(See fig. 4(c).) The heads were formed of modeling clay
using a wooden die for the purpose.

There ware noticeable depressions in and just behind the
bumper cap on the float. The filling of these depressions
‘andthe fairin~ of the keel flare at and immediately aft of
the bumper cap was the condition referred to as l)lmproved
fairlng on bow.” When the metal bumper cap was removed, a
ridge was present on the Edo 68F float at the joining line.
This ridge ”was faired because It would not normally be
“presenton a float not equipped with a bumper cap.

On the 13do6ElFfloat, the handhole covers were not
truly flush. A flush surface was obtained by removing the
covers, mounting a flat plate in the well, and building up
to deck contours with modeling clay. In order to determine
the effect of smooth tread surfaces on drag, the Carborundum
-step treads were given a thin smooth coating of modeling
“clay. The drag of name plates was determined by attaching
reproductions on”the”opposite side of the bow.

The fittings for the side wires ~ere not actually re-”
moved to measure the wire-fitting drag, but that condition
was simulated by applying a streamline shape over each fit-
ting. In tests made with the side wires attached, the
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clevlses on the outer ends were removed, the pairs of wire
ends were taped together, and the taped ends were left free
In the wind strean. In order to detemine whether the drag
of the boots for the side wire fi.ttlngscould be lessened,
the boots were first modified and then replaced with a
streamline body of revolution. The boots were modified
(fig● 5) by increasing the fineness ratio, smoothi~t;~~ce
irregularities, and adding a fi,lletat the base.
line-fairings (fig. 9(b) fid table
employed on the Edo 62-6560 float,
boots. These streamline falrings
modified NACA 111 section having a

III), which were also
were used to replace the
were made of wood to a
fineness ratio of 3.5.

Edo Hodel 62-6560 Commercial-Type Float

The Edo model 62 float was received with no rudder,.
bracing wires, nor attachment struts. For the wind-tunnel
tests, the rudder fittings were also removed. Two aluminum
falrlngs (fig, 9(a)) were furnished with the float to cover
the two port-side attachment brackets. In the discussion
of this float, condition A refers to the float as received
without rudder fittin~s and side+racket fairings.

Tests were made with two types of step fairing, which
are designated I-a and II. Step fairlng I-a, similar to
fairing I installed on the Edo model 68F float, was designed
to form a continuous surface from the step to a point 2 feet
aft of the step (fi~s. 7(a) and 8). Step fairl~ II “
(figs. 7(b) ~ld 10) also falred out the whole depth of the
step but extended 4 feet aft of the stop and was desi~ed to
provide a smooth curve in the bottom surface of the float.
Lift, drag, and pitchin

%
moment were measured over the range

of pitch angles from -5 to 5° with each type of step fairlng
installed on the float.

A 4-foot tall extension was attached to the blunt stern
of the model 62 float to obtain a further reduction in drag,
This extension (figs. 7 and 11) falred smoothly into the
lines of the float at the tall section (cross-sectionalarea,
1.3 sq ft), bringing the deck and chine lines together to
temi.nate In a thin vertical section. The effect of this
tail extension on lift, drag, and pitching ~mentowas meas-
ured over the range of pitch angles from -5 to 5 .

The drag of the port-side attachment brackets on the
float was detemined and also the drag of the or~glnal
aluminum falrings for these brackets. The streamline
“fairlngsmade to a modified NACA 111 section, previously
mentioned, were also placed over the attachment brackets
to determine what further reduction in drag could be obtained.

.—
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~SULTS AND DISC~SION

The following symbols have been used in the presenta-
tion of the results:

D drag, pounds

L lfft, pow.ds

M pitching moment, foot-pounds

A maximum cross-sectional area, square feet

q dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot

Vol displacement, cubic feet

CD drag coefficient, further defined where used

e“ pitch angle, degrees (positive, bow up)

A subscript 100 denotes 100 miles per hou, which corresponds
to a dynamic pressure of=.6 pounds per square foot.

The measured values of drafihave been corrected for
horizontal buaymcy (4 to 5 percent for the 0S2U floats and
3.5 to 4.5 percent for the Edo model 62-6560 float) and for
tare drag. The tare drag was 0.5 pound (at 100 mph) for the
tall wire. There was no tare-hag correction for the sup-
port strut because It was completely shielded from the air
stream. A correction has also been appllcd to pitching”
moment for the drag of the tall wire.

Test data were plotted against d~amic pressure and a
straight line was drawn thro~h the points. A typical plot
(fig- 12), showi~ test points, gives an indication of the
accuracy of the measq~rements. Values of lift, drag, and.
pitching force were read at a d~amic pressure of 25.6 pounds
per square foot, which corresponds to a veloclty of.100 “mile”s
per hour. After the correcflons previously.given.were ap-
plied and the pttchlng moment was computed, the resultant
values were cross-plotted a~ainst pitch angle. The curves
of lift, drag, and pitchin~ moment were obtained by fairing
through these cross-plotted points.

Values of D1OO and CD at a pitch angle of 0° are
given in table IV for all four floats in several representa-
tive conditions. TWO fO~S Of CD are presented: one
based on maximum cross-sectional area and the other based on
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volume to the @o-thirds power. The values”of area and
volume used in computing dr~”oo”efficients qre those given

-”-with namd-p-lat-e’”dhta;-”- -‘’ -
.

n 0S2U Military-Type Floats
n
Y
A The drag values of the various fittings and the ra-

ductlons in drag resulting from modifications to the fittings
are shown in table II. The drag of fittings, although
small, was found to check when repeat tests were conducted
and also to check when slmllar measurements were made on two
floats. These values of fitting drag therefore”are con-
sidered more accurate than the method of measurement would
seem to indicate.

Round-head rivets were simulated only on the forward
part of the flush float because experience indicated that
the effect would be greatest In that region. Inasmuch as
the measured drag of the applied rivet heads on this for-
ward part of the float was small, no large increase in drag
would have been found by extending the simulated heads to
the rudder post.

The falrings applied to the bow and to the wire boots
have not been dimensioned because the method of modifica-
tion was not prectseo The value of such modifications has
been shown and, if it Is found feasible to do so, the
present resulto may be equaled in a practical installation.

From figure 13(a),it may be seen that the drag of the
Edo 68F float was 2.8 pounds less than that of the 68 float
at a pitch angle of OO. This drag Is distributed as fol-
lows: .

Irregularity at bumper joint 0.1
BoW chock .2
snubbing hooks .4
Rivet heads (to 4.5-ft station) ,3
Thumbscrews .2
“Fatttsection longltudinals

Total &

This total leaves a drag of 1.3 pounds for the lap “
joints, deck rails, remaining rivet heads, and any other
unintended differences, ...
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The effeGt

.

of the hat sections
68F float throuh a

and wire boots on the
drag of the E~ range of pitch angles
from -5° to 5 Is shoti in f’igu=e13(0). For these two
ftttings, the differences ~n float drag are approximateely
consttit-through the range of pitch an~les.

In order to obtain me total drag of the floats plus
fittings, the drag of’each float In condition A at a pitch
angle of 0° should be Increased by the following amount:

%

Forward-strut fairing (approx.) 2.3
Side wires 4.1
Rudder .5

Total ~

The value of 2.3 pounds approxhated for the forward-strut
fairing does not Include the drag of the base section of
the fairlng because this drag was included In the float
drag as measured.

The effect of the three types of step fairlng on the
drag of the Edo 68F float in condition C Is shown in fig-
ure 13(b). The full-step fairing reduced the drag
5.5 pounds at.a pitch angle of 0°, and the half-step fairing
reduced the drag 3.3 pounds. Step fairlng I reduced the
drag by the sane amount as the full-step fairlng at a pitch
angle of 0°, by a smaller amount at negative pitch angles,
and by a greater amount at positive pitch angles.

The variation in float lift with pitch angle is shown
In figure 14. An increase in float lift is obtained by
the use of the full-step and the half-step falrings on the
Edo 68F float In condition C (fig. 14(b)). The effect of
the hat sections and wire boots on float lift Is shown in
figure 14(c).

Values of float pitching moment as affected by pitch
angle are shown in figure 15. It Is evident that step
falrlngs, the hat sections, and the wire boots also affected
float pitching moment (figs. 15(b) and 15(c)).

The dlsposltlon of tufts placed on the”side of the Edo
68F float near the chine is shown in figure 16. These
tufts and others placed on the bottom of the float indicate
that the air flows off the curved bottom at the chine and
swirls back along the side of the float. This condition
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Is more noticeable at positive pitch angles. Tufts placed
on the bottom of the Edo 68F float showed that the flow of
air was very turbulent for a distance of approximately
2 feet behind the step.

Edo Model 62-6560 Commercial-Type Float

The variation of float drag with pttch angle of the
E~o 62-6560 float In several conditions is shown in fig-
ure 17. The reductions in dr

Y
at a pitch sn@e of O

resulting from the various modl icatlons to the float are
given in table IV. In addition to the horizontal-buoyancy
correction and tare-drag of the tail wire, a correction of
4 pounds has been applled as the tare drag of the fairhg
fastened to the deck of the float at the top of the support
strut, inaSYiUChas this fairing would not be part of’an
actual tv:ln-.floatinstallation. The tare drag of the
fairlng was higher for theng tests because Its original
strear,llneshape w&! deformed for Installation on the Edo
model 62 float.

Step fairinflsI-a arid11 reduced the draflof theomodel
62 float approximately 5 po’wndsat a pitch an~le of C s
falrlng II “md a siight adva~:tagewhen used with the t~il - “
extension and fai~’ir:gI-a had the advantage when used without
the tail extension.

The tail extension reduced the draflof the float
2.7 pounds at a pitch ar@e of 5° with no step fairl~.
This drag reduction was decreased to 2.3 pounds when step
fa!ring I-a was attached to the float and increased to
3.3 pounds when step f’alrlng11 was used.

The drag of the port-sicleattachment ftttings was
2.8 pounds, and the results Indicate tlhatthis dra~ may be
reduced to 1 pound or le~s by use of a streanlime falring.

Variations of float lift with pitch angle as affected
by step falrings and tail extension are shown in f~gure 18,
azndthe corresponding values of float pitchin~ moment are
shown in .flgure19.

Transfer of Pitching Moments

The values of pitching moment given In figures 15 and
19 have been taken about the axis of the wind-tunnel sup-
port fitting, located as shown in figures 1 and 2. A
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graphical method 3.s
pitching moment mny
center, such as tlie

herewith presented by whfch the @ven
be transferred to any other moment
center of

airplane, This solution may
using a Colby protractor.

P L

gravity of-the float-equipped
Conveniently ?36 perfomed

“ /“

Point C represents the center about which the pitching
~.omentis ~ivefio. In order to obtain the pitching moment
about some other point Cl, proc~ed as follows:

Parallel to the relative wind, draw OP = M/L to SO?UO
convenient scale. OP is positive in the dlrectlon
oppos~te to the direction of the relative wind.

At P draw H at an mule y = tan-l * to or.

1? represents th9 l.lnaof action of the resultant
force.

On the line %hrough O ari!0?, locate 0“ such that 00~’
represents the actual distance between the original
and the new axis to the scale of 0? ●
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Draw O1lPttparallel to OP. intersecting R at P~l.., ..... . --..., -__.

Then the pitching moment M’ about 01 is Ml = E@’pw
T’

.

c)
CJ

-$

COITCLTJSIONS

The most significant conclusion indicated by the re-
sults of the tests of the four seaplane floats reported
herein was that a radical change in float design was neces-
sary to achteve any considerable reduction In float drag.
The specific conclusions, in order of’importance, may be
summarized as follows:

1. A decrease in drag of approxlnately 5 pounds (at “.
100 mph) was obtnined b~ the USG of step fairings. ‘IYlis
decrease was mm than 10 percent of the drug of the Edo 68F
float complete with fittings.

Q A short fairing might well be employed if it could
be ma~~ retractable on production floats. A fairing of
this t~e (f’airir[”I) gave a hiflherdrag than the fuil-step
fairing at ~.e~at?.vepitch angles bat geve a lower drag at
positive cn~les.

3. An ~-percent drag reduction was attained by the
addition of a 4-~oot tail extension to the Zdo nodel 62
fl~at.

4a The reduction in drag obtained by usi~ the Edo 68F
float instead of the 68 float could be pro:ita”~lyaugmented
by incorporating In the 6SF flaat some of the modifications
made to fittings during the tests.

5. The use of flush rivets aft of the step”on the ?3do
OS2U-2-68F float does not appear to be justified.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va.
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TABIZ I.- OFFSETS FOR THE FUZL-STEP FAIRING----- .. .----,
USED OH EDO MODEL-66P’FLOAT -

0 ~s shown on Edo Aircraft Corporation drawings,
the datum line Is a horizontal line tsngent to

i the keel and parallel to the strai t portion
Tof the deck center line

,

~iatance Half-breadth, in. Height above datum line, in.
aft of
step,fn. Chine Keelson Keel Chine Keelson

23.25 13 ● 59 0 10.87 5.62.
1: 22.25 12.00 2.18 12.66 7.41
44 20.37 10.06 4.97 14.37 9.75
69 17 ● 87’ 8.12 7.75 15.75 12.06

14.41 6.16 10● 62 16.62 14.41
1?: 9.75 .------ 13.44 17.12 ------.
143 3.97 ------- 15● 12 17.50 -------

.
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TABLE II.- DRAG OF FITTINGS ON EDO 68 AND

~alues of drag are given for pitch angle of 0° and an air-
speed of 100 ~h, corresponding to q = 25,6 lb/sq ft.
?deasurementsnade on Fkio68 float denoted by subscript a.

All other measurements pude on Zdo 68F float~

1 Drag of flttlngs

~itting
%

Irre ular bow-bumper joint, simulated by cord
P1 8 in. in dlan. 0.1

BOW Clloclc .2
Snubbing hooks (four) .4
Round-head rivets a~d screws8 rram bow tO :
4.5-ft station ●3

Metal bumper cap .0
Hat section lm&it:ldlnals . .3
Th~bscPews in handhole covers (thumbscrc}ws
~arallel to flaat center line) a.2

Increased dra~ created by turning thumbscrews
g~o a.6

Name plates (two) .2
!?owir.sbar .1
llecoveryli~el IuMk .3
Keel catapult tltttrlg ,3
Catapult held-dmm f~tthgs {two) ●2
Side”wire f’Zt”b3-fi#S (four) ,9
BoOt~ for ~id~ wir~ fitt~rL~g (four) 1,6
Streamline fairin&s for side wire $lttinSs

(fcur); modified RACA 111 section 1.7
side ~ir~~ a~~db~ot~ (f~ur) 4.8
Side tvl.reg mounted with~ut boots 5,4
Rear strut
Rudder cables 2::

Rudder a.s

Drag reductions resultinq frcxnnmdificatlons
Drag

Modiftcatimns reductions
(lb)

Sealed openln~s for beaching gear 0.2
Closed recovery keel hocdi .1
Improved fairinc at bow ● *
Smoothed Carborundum tread surfaces .:
Removed handhole covers and replaced with
smooth flush surface .2

Improved streamlining of boots ..6
Boots on wires .6
Front strut base fairlng as used on Edo floats
compared to a fairlng without a fillet 3,0

..



. .
“..

1’7

TABLE III.- ORDIl{A.Ti%3.FOR STREAML~TE FAIRINGS

OVER SIDE FITTINGS

A+
.

(hsdlnates,in.
—.

2 I r

o
I

I
c)

.33 . .73

.67

I
1.1(21034 lo~:;flm~l 2.(?5

. 2.G3 2.Z7
4.G2 2.84
5.36 3.16
6.70 3.44
8.04 3.63
9.3’3 3.76
10.71 3.03
12.06 3.63
13.40 3.77
14.75 3.64 .
16.10 . 3.44 ,
17.41 3.14 .
1E3.75 2.77
20.lC 2.35
21045 1.88
22.80 1.42.
24.10 .95
25 ● 50 .48 “
26.10 “4●G
26.00 o’.’

. .

.— .—



TABLE IV.- VAL~UESOF FLOAT!D~RAG

“ ~alues of drag are given for pitch angle of 0° and at q = 25.6 lb/sq ft

Float

—
correspondi~-to an airspeed of 100 mph]

A3- .

B
c
C, wltiifull-step fairing
C, with hnlf-step fairi~
C, with otep fairlng I

A

for side fittings
(2) “Ji~~G9tren~llinefalr-

.E for side fit-

2.2

1;:: “

1:::

h?ag reduction
f’ram

condition A

1.0

2.2
5.0
4.7

$:3 .
8.0

1(2.2

Drag
(lb)

48.8

42.1

533

37.1
34.~
29.1
31.3
29.0

35.6

34.6

.33.4
30.6
3g.9

~3
●

2?:6

25.4

0.213

0.178

0.166

“● 157
,147
● 123

-----
● 122

0.210

.204

● 197
● 180
● 182

1$:2
.163

.150

D
‘D= q(vol)zfi

0.0695

0.0569

0.0531

.0501
,0471
.0394

------
.0392

0.0629

.0610

.C590

.0541

-.0450

.

N.Jee‘tTestConditions and Procedure.
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NACA Fig. 3

(a) EdoOS2U-2-68.

(b)Vought-SikorskyOS2U-1.

(C)MO 62-6560.

Figure 3.- Installation of floats in NACA propeller-
research tunnel.



..

(a) Edo 68F.

●

Figure 4. - Bow-on views of OS2Umilitary-type floats.



Figure 4. - Concluded.

(d) Edo 68 (showing ‘hat” sections)..-



NACA Fig. 5

(a)Forwardboots,

(b)After boots.

Figure 5. - Mmiifications to side wire boots on Edo 68F float.





(ajStep fairlng l-a.

(b)Step fairing II with streandine fairings over port-side brackets.

Figure 7. - StepfairingsandtailextensionaDPlied to Edo 62-6560 float.

,
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(a) Original fairings. (b) Streamline
(also used

Figure’9.- Fairings applied to port-sidebrackets on

fairings.
on Edo 68F float).

Edo 62-6560 float. to
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(b) The effect of a tail oxtenslon. Step fairiq off.
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(a) Tae effect of step fairl~s. Tail extension off.

Figure 19(a to b).- Variatiou of float pitcnlak mome~t with pitch
qle. lidcmotel 62.-6560float witn streamline

fairi~e over Bide orackets.
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(D)Wheofiect Or a tail extcmslon. Stop fairm~ off.
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